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These are just a few questions among scores ofothers that spring from the texts in this
unie. Such quesrions encourage us to think about ourselves as thinkers. Again, (I special
aim of this preliminary W1it is to show you that learning can become exhilarating as you
invest yourself in that process. It's nor always easy. however, to learn new things. As a
matter of fact, Eliot A. Butler, one of the essayists mentioned above, cautions, "To learn is
hard work. It requires discipline. And there is much dmdgery. When I hear someone say
that learning is fW1, I wonder if the person has never learned or he has just never had fun"
(26). Yet, as with all demanding pursuits, we know there are also moments of excitement.
---J_~__.
Acclaimed mathematician Jacob Bronowski describes such a moment

«When I hear
someone say
that learning is
fun, I wonder if
the person has
never learned or

of intellectual discovery-in art or in science-as an instant when
"the heart misses a beat" (14).
Should you be assigned to read some of this unic's essays or choose
to read them on your own, I hope you will better see your God-given
capacity to Jearn. And I hope too that in your college experience your
heart mighr also "miss a beat" as you discover chat the realm of ideas
is an exciting place co explore. lflcarning truly is our theology, then
learning how to learn and chinking abouc how to think deserve our
beSt effores.

A Strategy for Reading

Some believe chat a principal aim of college is learning how to
learn. Obviously, if we are equipped with life-long learning strategies,
we are better able to function in an age [hat requires skilled workers
and affords cultural opportunicies for an enriched life. Learning co
read wich a strategy is an indispensable tool fot college and for life,
both for career development and pleasure.
Otten in college, we arc challenged to read large qua~c.i_~.i~s ()fQ1aterials, co ~ndcrstand
them~ co reme'mber-cnenl;-rcy-applyrheln::=:U1cf co <:!.~j~y"_rhem. When I was in college, I
r~can re<ldingmy hc)mewoi.· {while1ying orlmy b~d. Inevitably, I would slip in and out of
a comarose staee, but I stuck out each assignment until I gar to the last word on the lase
page. As a freshman, I thought these efforts were equal co the task, but I soon learned
of my deficiencies as a reader. Arriving at class, I often wondered if I had read the same
chapter the teacher had assigned. During discussion the material seemed only vaguely
familiar. And quizzes! I was stuck in a B range. I wondered if th.at was the best my native
intelligence could cr"nk out. r found this experience alarm ing and began to question
my intellectual ability. Maybe [ was only a B student, especially since I had heard that
freshmen typically drop their high school grade paine averages one whole lerrer co figure
eheir college GPA's. {n shore, I was beginning to feel char my academic fate was predetcrmind.
However, I eventually discovered scudy routines ellae gave me more control of my
educational destiny. For example, I learned chat there are very simple strategies that
markedly improve reading skills. Initially, they require a bit of time, bue in the long run,
they payoff. Here's why. Trying to be a good freshman, I remember re-reading aU of

he has just never

had fun."
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the assigned chapters while studying for ex.ams. Honesdy, I can remember reading five
chapters of zoology twice, once CO prepare for class discussion and once to review for <l. unit
exam. Whar I hadn't yet learned was a strategy for reading these chapters Ksmart~ the fim
time, a strategy that would have enabled me to review chapters during successive study
sessions, rather than having co re-read them in their entirety. So what does reading "smart"
email ?

1. Surveying lhe Text: PT/C
Everything I've encountered abom reading-the kind of reading that requires
engagemem, comprehension, and retention-suggests that you should take a few minutes
co survey a text before reading it completely through. To make
"survey" simple,
I've come lip with an acronym-"rTIe. " The strategy goes like this: After reading the
introduction and conclusion of a text, ask yourself four questions, jotting the answer to
each wherever you arc ta.king notes. Think of each question as a step that will cake you
closer to the thesis, the writer's most important point.

me

Step JJ Discerning the Purpose: Why is the writer writing?
The letcer "P" in the PTIC strategy stands for purpose and poses this question: "Why is
the writer wriring?" Unless you're reading creaLive Iitcrature-fiction, drama, or poetrymost likely the material you'll be studying in college will have one of two broad purposes:
either co explain or to persuade. Writing co explain is often referred co as expOSitory
writing; writing CO persuade, as argument. Determining which of these broad purposes
th<;; writer intends helps you anticipate how to interpret the text you'll be reading. (I use
the cerm text somewhat generically to refer to any kind of reading material you might
encounter in college.) lethe writer's purpose is to explain, y"~atUrally begin looking for
the important conc~the writer intends
to- clarify;
if the writer)purpose
is to
.. ....
.. -,.- '''- however,
-'
.
..
a,r$~~~rsuade."y'ou shift to another gear. You oftei,-begin to looklor ~eAaim in
~hc ar~~l~ t~Eeasons ~~_~rite[.gL~~~to support~~~t claim, You may also take a
seance of caution while reading arguments: will YOl~b~Tjeve ~hat you're reading, disbelieve
it, or reserve judgment until you know more? The poine is rhac you process your reading
texts differently depending on the writer's purpose.
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Step 2, Discovering the TopiC: What is the writer writing about?
The letter "T" in the PTIC strategy stands for topic and poses the second question:
"\Vhat is the writer writing about?" Stating a writer's topic as precisely as you can will
help you clarify the writcr's chesis or conclusion, as we shall sec in the next "survey" steps.
Your answer co chis topic question might sound something like this: "The writer is wricing
about the parldng problem at BYU-Idaho." Or "she is writing about how cexting becomes
addictive."
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Step 3, Posing the Issue: What is the main question the writer is asking?
The leerer ''1'' in the PTIC strategy stands for issue. An issue is a question. When you
read co uncover a writer's issue, you are asking, "What is the main question the writer
seems co be asking in this tad' Ifyou're a bit srumped about how co pull an issue
question OUt ofan essay-issue questions are most often implied-you may want to
take another look at the topic you've JUSt identified in Step 2. Turning this topic into a
question will help you identify the writer's principal issue. For example, the topic about
parking problems at BYU-Id;lho might yield the issue question, "Should the university
construct a parking plaza near the new auditorium?" The tcxting copic might produce the
question, "Are social skills declining because of excessive texting?"

Step 4, Stating the Conclusion: How does the writer answer the issue question?

The letter "C" in the PTIC strategy stands for conclusion and takes you to the final
question: "How does the wricer answer the issue question?" As you answer the isslle
question in a single sentence, you have articulated the writer's thesis, the single most
important point in the text. Remember, at this survey stage of reading, you are trying
to find the writer's thesis by examining just the introduction and conclusion of the tcXt.
While it's true chat such a su(vey may not yield a fincly-runed rendering of the writer's
main point, a preliminary thesis idea will help you make better sense of what you are
about to read.
To clarify, imagine th is analogy: surveying a text to discern a wricer's thesis is a bit like
getting a glimpse at a bluepriot to see what a bu ilding wiJ1look like. With a blueprint
in mind, a builder knows how the discinct parts of a structure wiJI eventually become a
completed edifice. In a like manner, with a thesis in mind, a reader knows how writer's
ideas will combine to clarify a thesis.

Demonstration
What follows are the first and last paragraphs of a shore but thought-provoking essay
by Harold J. Morowitz, a molecular biophysicist. For practice, read these two paragraphs,
and with chat information in mind, PTIC the essay: anSWer each of these four questions as
best you can, even if you feel like you're guessing. Write your answers in the margins near
the beginning of Morowitz's essay.
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Purpose: Why is Morowitz writing?

~

TopiC: What is Morowitz writing about?

~

Issue: What is the issue question Morowitz seems to he asking in "Hemlock"?

~

Conclusion: How do you think Morowitz answers this question?

"Drinking Hemlock and Other Nutritional Maners"
Introductory Paragraph
It was a rathcr dark, bleak morning, and afcer rising early I thought it appropriate
to turn on the television and communicate, unidirectionally to be sure, with the
outside world. There to my great surprise was a famous movie star of a few years back
discoursing on the evils of sugar. The former Hollywood idol was vehement in her
denunciation of this hexose dimer particularly in its purified and crystallized form.
Shc denounced it as an "unnatural food:' an epithet chat may well have bruised the
egos of the photosynthesizing cane and beet plants. The mental image evoked was
that of a solemn judge sentencing someone in perpetuity for an "unnatural act." In
no time at all this great lady had me caught up in her crusade, an'd I kept munering
"hate sucrose" as I prepared an unnatural extract of coffee beans and dropped in a
highly synrhetic saccharin tablet.
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The solution seems clear. When we
return education to the basics of rcading,
writing, and 'richmetic, we should add a fourrh
R, "Reality." Starting at the first grade and
continuing through graduate training we must
see thar students become sensitized to the
meaning ofwhat is said and the realization
ofJ)owvalid kno~.1edge is_~~~lish~4. If this
seems radical, it is. Drinking hemlock may be
less painful rhan swallowing some of che drivel
that comes over the TV set every day.
As you n:ad rhe introductory paragraph of
perhaps captured
your ;meneion with his anecdote aboUt the Hollywood actress, bue you might be confused
about the larger point Morowitz wanes to make with this example. However, as you
read the concluding paragraph, you probably sensed that Morowit7. was getting at an
importane poine. As he begins with "The solution seems clear," you might have wondered,
"Solution co what ( Next Mowwicz stares rather emphatically chat students at all levels
oflearning should become sensitive to "how valid knowledge is established." Then
Morowitz concludes with a rather odd statement: "Drinking hemlock may be less painful
than swallowing some of the drivel thar comes over the TV ser every day." This concluding
paragraph seems co be getting at a climactic poim Morowitz wanes his readers to believeperhaps his thesis.
Hcre's what my "survey" PYle looks like. (Remember, chis may be just a good guess; so
far I've only read the first and lase paragraphs of Morowirz's essay.)
~Drinking Hemlock,~ Mo\'"Owitz
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Why is Morowicz writing?
t>

~

What is Morowicz writing about?
t>

~

Morowicz is wricing about how TV encourages us co believe chings thac we
should question.

What is che central issue question Morowitz is asking in "Hemlock"?
t>

~

Morowicz is writing to argue, He wants me co believe there is a problem (chat
TV foists ontO us information of questionable validity) and a solution co chac
problem (that we need to figure ouc whac makes informadon valid).

Morowitz's central question is something like, What can be done to make us
more sensitive to the validity of TV information?

How does Morowitz answer this issue question?
I>

Just thinking
about what

Morowitz answers chis implied question directly in the third Sentence of the
concluding paragraph, which paraphrased might sound like this: To avoid
being taken in by quescionable information, we should all learn how reliable
knowledge is determined.

2. Reading the Text

Having established a preliminary sense of the writer's purpose, ropic,
issue, and main poim, you are now ready co read your text-underlining
important ideas and paraphrasing them in marginal notes, Underlining
key ideas in a Cext keeps you engaged in your reading. ~rs
sugg~S_tJh.g.LY-9u underline sparingll' This suggestion may be easier
,- ---said than done, buc JUSt thinking about what is important to underline
helps co keep you involved in your reading. You might also chink about
applying the PTIC strategy co complex paragraphs along che way: What
is the purpose of chis paragraph? What is the writer writing about in chis
paragraph? What is the central question you should be able co answer
after reading this paragraph? How does the writer answer this central
question? These kinds of questions direct your aCtention to key ideas co
underline,
As you are underlining these key ideas, pause co paraphrase them in marginal notes.
Paraphrasing encourages comprehension. Often we arc inclined to memorize what we
underline without understanding. On the other band, paraphrasing is like translating.
You cast someone else's words inco your own. Doing this, you bener grasp what you
arc reading. Good marginal noces serve as an oudine for a text and make review a more
nunageablc task than having co re-read entire chapters. Learning theorists tell us coo chat
reviewing chese nOteS three or four times over a period ofa few days actually kicks these
ideas from short-cerm memory-cramming-to long-cerm memory-recemion.

. .
IS Important

to underline

helps to keep
you involved in
your reading.
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Demonstration
Here now is "Drinking Hemlock" in irs enrirety. In the nrst few paragraphs, I have
demonstrated how I might go about underlining key ideas and making brief marginal
noradons. You might want to pick up where I leave off and then share your notations
with a classmatc. Remember, the temptation is to underline too much, but if you are
discriminating, you'll be more thoughtful about what you're reading and more likely ger at
Morowitz's most important points. Remember that the most useful marginal notations are
pamphrases of the writer's ideas. You'll be surprised to see how much your comprehension
improve.~ as you push yourself to translate the writer's original language inco your own.
And don't hesitate to keep your dictionary handy to improve your paraphrases. Circle
words you don't know, look them up, and jot down shon definitions in your margins. As
with other marginal notes, review your dcnn icions a few times to pull these new words
inco your permanent vocabulary.
"Drin king Hemlock and Other Nutritional Matters"
It was a rather dark, bleak morning, and arrer rising early I thought it appropriate
co turn on the television and communicate, unidirectionally to be sure, with the
outside world. 111erc to my great surprise was a famous movie star ofa few years back
Jiscoursing on the evils of sugar. The former Hollywood idol was vehement in her
denunciation of this hexose dimer particularly in itS purified and crystallized form.
She denounced it as an ~unna(Ural food:' an epithet that may well have bruised the
egos of the photosynthesizing cane and beet planes. The mental image evoked was
that of a solemn judge sentencing someone in perpetuity for an "unnatural act." In
no time a.t all this great lady had me caught up in her crusade, and I kept muctcring
"hate sucrose" as I prepared an unnatural extract of coffee beans and dropped in a
highly synchetic saccharin tablet.
A few minuees later, when the veil ofsleep had lifted and the uncertainty of
rcason had replaced the assuredness of emotion, 1 began to wonder where my cinema
heroine had acquired such self-righteous certainty about biochemical and nutritional
matters that have eluded my colleagues for years. Perhaps all this messy experimental
work ofgrinding and extracting tissue and otherwise mucking about the laboratory
is not the shortest road to truth at all, and we of the dirty white lab coat crowd are
missing some mysterious pathway whereby true nutritional knowledge comes with
blinding insight and transforms the lives of the faithful.
AJl of this recalled a frequent, painful experience that haunts biomedical scientiSts
like a recurring nightmare. One is at a cocktail party or ocher social gathering
where someone appears in the crowd and begins an oratorical dedamarion 0/1
Good Nutrition. The "facts" being set forch are often inconsisreor with everything
one knows about metabolic pathways, cdl and organ physiology, enzymology, and
common sense. If the liStener is so bold as to raise the question, "How do you know
thar ?': he or she is greeted with a look that must have faced Columbus when he
queried, "How do you know that the world is flat?"

lntro-actress
on TVslAms
sugar and pulls
Morowitz in.

Where did
cutress get
info?

People often
spout opinions
that disregard

facts.
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Everyone
think he's an
expert.

Schoolsfti/ to
teach howftets
are detennined.

Nutrition seems to be like policies; everyone is an expert. It would appear that
to the general public years of education are as naught compared to knowledge
somehow painlessly available to everyone, regardless of his familiarity with
innumerable faCts and theories that constitute a complex discipline.
The sicu:uion described is by no means confined co the choice of foods, anJ I
certainly feel ill prepared co get involved in the sucrose controversy. Nevertheless,
the field of nutrition is a good example of the many areas where we are constandy
subject to a host of dogmatic statements, some of which are true, some ofwhich
are false, and many of which are indeterminate. 1he response to each of these
assertions should be the query, ~How do you know that what you are saying is indeed
a Statement of fact?" At this level of question, I believe our educ(\tionaJ system has
been a cotal failure.
Asking how we know the things that we know is part of the philosophic discipline
of epistemology. the theory of knowledge, wh ich is usually taught in upper-level
and graduate philosophy courses and is therefore restdcted to a small group of
college students. Bur can there be any study that is more basic co education? Should
not every high school graduate be prepared to cope with the many incorrect and
misleading asscrrions thac come his way every day? On the surf:lce it seems strange
that acquiring skills in assessing the validity of statements is nOt a core feature of the
school curriculum.
Education, as conceived at present, is largely a maner of cra.!)sferring subject
.m!i~ter from teacher to student, and uncertainty is usually seteled by appeal to
authority, rhe teacher, a textbook, or an encyclopedia. The methodological issue of
how knowledge is obtained is rarely mentioned. Thus one of mel!l0sc i!'Oporcanr
analytical cools that an educa.ted individual should possess is ignored. This is nor
to argue against the transfer of information but rather co assert that by itself it
is insufficient protection in a real world containing demagogues and all kinds of
ch'~rlatans a;1d 1;~lcbters who have a free rein because almost no onc is asking the
appropriate questions.
On
issue of sorting oUt reality, most holders of doctoral degrees are almost
as naive as grade-school graduates, and all manner of academic disciplines also
expend effort on statements that would be quickly discarded if epistemological
criteria were invoked. This cakes us back briefly co the subject of nutrition, where
merhodological problems make it very difficult ro obtain even pr:\gmatically useful
information. Statements are made on the basis of averaging over populations when
we have no ideas of the distriburion functions that go into forming the averages.
The impossibility oflarge scale experiments with people requires extrapolation of
animal or small-scale human determinations over ranges where the correctness of the
extrapolation procedure is unknown. NUtrition is thus beset wich difficulties that
are dearly of an epistemological nature and, until these are resolved, careful scientists
will be connned to very limited statements. Qogrn~~ ~sserJi9ns will remain the
pr~vince of cocktail party orators.
The problem of why the cheory of knowledge is not taught in che schools is
rdatively easy co see. Epistemology is, aner all, a dangerous subject. If we start
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co question the validity of statements, then the teachers themselves come under
question. All asserciom about education, established forms of religion, government,
and social mores will also be subject co justification on the groWlds ofhow they
are known co be rruc. For parents and teacheFs w~() have not been through the
experience of ~~~loring h~w_we ,ct~r~j~~:rac~sl it ~~~ld he unnerving co'have
tqeir ~hildren conti~uouslyq~~stion the rootS oTlCnowledge. I~quiry is indeed a
challenge to'the acceptance of things as chey are.
To realize the threat to eStablished ways that is perceived in the eype ofanalysis we
are discussin.g, we need co go back co ancient Achens, where rhe philosopher Socrates
caught his young followers by the technique of questioning everything and seeking
answers. As Will Dnram has noted, "He w~!l.£..a~Q!!J...£.ryinginto che hu~an soul,
uncoveri~sumE-c~<;msand,qucstionm~~~cainties."ThiS11-a:sc'o"7rlCco he known as
cheS6"c,:;cic method. The cicizens of the Gre~k··CitY·scatecondemned the inquiring
ceacher co death by poisoning with hemlock. One of the most serious charges
againsc him was "corrupting the young." The face of the firsc propounder of che
Theory ofKnowledge has perhaps served as a warning to keep the subject ouc of the
school syStem.
There is stili an objection chat it is dangerous to teach the arr and science of
inquiry to the young; I would submit that ic is more dangerous noc to teach ic co
chern, thus leaving them vulnerable co che quacks and phonies who now add mass
com municacion to their bag of tricks. l(w~ believe ~_~~~~iQ.~a1~ty will lead the way
co the solucion of problems, then we must S~ttby miling the exa~i~-ai:'lOn--;fwhac is
"re,lI" a parr of everyone's thought. If challenging young people are a nuisance, th ink
ofhow much more of a menace is presented by young people march ing off in lock
step and never questioning where they are going.
The solution seems dear. When we reruro education to the basics of reading,
writing, and 'richmctic, we should add a fourth R, "Reality." .$carcing at che nrSt
grade and continuing through graduate training we must see thac s!.~d~£~-b~come
sensitized to ehe meaning o(~l1at i ..aid ;lnd the realizatiQ,D~.9Jhqw_'yalJ~_know1cdge
is established. If this seems radical, it is. Drinking hemlock may be Jess painful than
s~~J lowing some of the d rive] that comes over the TV see every day.
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3. Reworking Your PTIC
After reading Morowitz's essay "smart" (or any ocher text you need co swdy carefully),
take a moment to re-Hate the writer's conclusion/thesis statement with precision,
Doing so will assure your comprehension. And reviewing chis refined thesis and your
paraphrased marginal noces over time will sink these keys ideas inco your memory. A
simple strategy lilee chis can build your confidence at exam time. And perhaps more
importancly, you can have the sacisfaction of knowing that whac you have read now
belongs to you.
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